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INTRODUCTION

Creating our futures, spreading solidarity
This is the motto of the Heart Solidarity Campaign 2021 of the Augustinian Recollect International Solidarity Network ARCORES, whose development and materials you will find in the following pages.
In order to facilitate participation in the Heart Solidarity Campaign, here is some simple information about it.
What is the Heart Solidarity Campaign?
The Heart Solidarity Campaign is an initiative
of ARCORES and the Augustinian Recollect
Family to celebrate, promote and practice solidarity in all the places where we are present.
It is a common action, international and in key
of communion, that takes place around a theme that motivates reflection and action through concrete projects.
Who organizes the Heart Solidarity Campaign?
The Heart Solidarity Campaign is organized
by the Board of Directors of ARCORES International, made up of 15 people representing
each of the members of the Augustinian Recollect family and the different countries where ARCORES is present.

The Board of Directors decides the theme,
the motto of the Day, the projects for which
funding is requested and the materials that
accompany the Day: informative, educational
and celebratory.
The 2021 Heart Solidarity Campaign is dedicated to building a post-pandemic world. The
motto is: “Creating our futures, spreading solidarity”.
How can you participate?
Participation in the Campaign can be done in
many different ways, compatible with each
other and can be done individually and collectively:
- You can contribute financially to one or more
of the projects included in the Campaign.

Contents in this booklet
1. Message from the Prior
General.
2. Argumentary of the Campaign.
3. Information on the Heart
Solidarity Campaign 2020.
4. Specific projects in Brazil, Colombia, the Philippines
and Guatemala, to which the
financial aid collected on the
occasion of the Heart Solidarity Campaign 2021 will be
destined.
5. A liturgical script to motivate the participation of the
parish communities in the
Campaign.
6. An activity aimed at participation in the educational

field, which can
be easily adapted
to different circumstances and
to different educational levels: infant,
primary, secondary,
university and even
youth groups.
7. A video of the
Heart
Solidarity Campaign 2021
“Creating our futures,
spreading solidarity”,
which you can find on
our YouTube channel:
International Solidarity Network
ARCORES.
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School for indigenous population in San José de Ariporo, Casanare, Colombia

Colombia: www.arcores.org/arcores-colombia
Costa Rica: www.arcores.org/arcores-costa-rica
Philippines: philippines@arcores.org
Mexico: mexico@arcores.org
Peru: www.arcores.org/arcores-peru
Dominican Republic:
www.arcores.org/arcores-dominicana/
Venezuela: ve.arcores.org
If you are in Spain or any other country:
es.arcores.org
www.arcores.org
When can you participate?
Tel: +34915333959
The Heart Solidarity Campaign 2021 will be Whatsapp: +34611033943
launched on December 5, 2021 and will remain open during the first half of 2022.
Your participation is important. We ask you to:
• Share the activity/s carried out in your
If I want to participate, where can I get inforcommunity, school, parish, youth group,
mation? Who can inform me?
etc., through facebook, twitter or instaYou will find all the information and materials
gram with the hashtag #JCS21; or send
of the Campaign at: https://www.arcores.org/
it/them by email to the address: comunien/campaigns/
cacion@arcores.org.
• Collaborate financially with the projects
You can also contact the different national
presented in this “Solidarity Heart CamARCORES:
paign 2021”, donating and contributing
Argentina: www.arcores.org/arcores-argentina
exclusively in one of the following bank
Brazil: www.arcores.org/arcores-brasil
accounts:
- You can carry out a catechesis or celebration
using the materials offered.
- An educational activity can be carried out
using the materials offered, which can be
adapted to each educational level and to the
time available.
- You can undertake your own actions that promote environmental sustainability, fraternity
and solidarity, based on the proposals offered
in the Campaign’s argumentation.

ACCOUNTS IN €
Account holder: ARCORES (€)
IBAN: IT33E0200805134000105775805
Bic Swift: UNCRITMMXXX
Banco Unicredit
Account holder: ARCORES-Red Solidaria
Internacional
IBAN: ES36 0075 0241 4806 0079 4829
Código Bic Swift: POPUESMM
Banco Santander

ACCOUNT IN USD
Account holder: ARCORESRed Solidaria
Internacional
IBAN: ES19 0081 0640 6700
7199 0313
Bic Swift: BSABESBB
Banco Sabadell
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRIOR GENERAL OAR

Heart Solidarity Campaign 2021
Dear brothers and sisters:
I invite you all to join hearts to form one huge
heart that beats driven by the love of Christ
amidst the havoc of the pandemic and the
fear of new covid 19 wave. The Augustinian
Recollect Family wishes to open its heart to
God and invites you to “walk as one” to promote, through the ARCORES International
Solidarity Network, the culture of encounter,
solidarity with the underprivileged and the
care of the common Home.

The new world we dream of is based on brotherhood, on practicing-multiplying-spreading solidarity and living with austerity-sustainability. It is about establishing new structures
for the common good and peace.
Let’s see if in the Solidarity Heart Day of 2021,
we can put into practice “A common apostolic project”. The proposals for reflection and
action that are included in the Day encourage us to “Build the House of God together”,
collaborating with the EDUCAR network, the
CEARs and the different ministries, services
and communities of the Augustinian Recollect
Family. When we ask ourselves after a while,
what is left of this Day, may we have the joy of
having been generous.

We cannot stay with words and good wishes.
Let us make our Solidarity Heart Day 2021
real and true with our palpable gesture of solidarity as a “Yes to Life”. Our consciousness
of the pandemic must not hinder us to move
towards the future with hope. This is how
Pope Francis tells us: “Going back to what May the Lord bless your families and grant
we were is impossible. You have to start over, you to live with gratitude for the goods receiand it is an opportunity to dream of a better ved and for sharing them with those in need.
future”1.
Fr. Miguel Miró Miró
Rome, November 18, 2021
1. Cf. Video message of his holiness Pope Francis to the seventy-fifth meeting of the General Assembly of the
United Nations. Friday, 25 September 2020.
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ARGUMENTARY

Building the post-pandemic world
On Heart Solidarity Campaign 2021, the International Solidarity Network ARCORES wants to
say “Yes to Life”, committing itself to the construction of the new post-pandemic world. This is
what Pope Francis tells us: It is impossible to go back to what we were. It is necessary to start
again, and it is an opportunity to dream of a better future.
Still immersed in the pandemic, the Church urges us to build the future, not only to alleviate
immediate suffering, but also to bring about the transformation of hearts, minds and structures towards a new model of development that prepares a better future for all” (Vatican Commission Covid-19).
What do we need to build the post-pandemic world?
Communicating hope
The pandemic has caused us great suffering, personally and collectively. It has made
us fall into discouragement and pessimism.
In the face of so many negative situations
and news, it has increased our loneliness,
which leaves us with psychological and spiritual wounds.
To face the task of building the post-pandemic world, we need to recover, to tell
ourselves, as Pope Francis expresses in the
encyclical Laudato Si’, 13, that “we know
that things can change”, and that “united as
a human family, we possess the capacity to
collaborate to build a human and integral
development”.
Even more, as Christians, we know that “the
Creator does not abandon us, he has never
turned back from his plan of love, he does
not regret having created us” , and these
affirmations urge us to be bearers of hope.
We must carry hope, betting on life and carrying out and spreading the good works
that we undertake, and those that we know
others are doing.
Learning from the pandemic
The pandemic has confirmed our fragility,
our interdependence as human beings, and
our intimate relationship with the planet.

It has shown what is important: health,
self-care, and care for people and the planet.
It has made us aware that we need each
other, and also of the contribution of all of us
to get out of the pandemic and face the challenges of the world of the 21st century. We
now know that we must walk together, and
that we must all overcome it.
We hope that the 2021 Heart Solidarity
Campaign will be a time to put into practice
“A common apostolic project”. The proposals
for reflection and action included in the Day
encourage us to “Build together the House of
God”, by collaborating with the EDUCAR network, the Augustinian Recollect Spirituality
Centers and the different ministries, services
and communities of the Augustinian Recollect Family.
Making bold and extensive changes
This is well known. The Declaration adopting, in September 2015, the 2030 Agenda and Sustainable Development Goals,
endorsed by 193 votes at the UN General
Assembly, affirms that bold and transformative action is urgently needed, to free
humanity from the tyranny of poverty and
deprivation, and to heal and protect our
planet2.

1. Laudato Si’ , 13
2. Preamble, p. 2. Declaration adopting the 2030 Agenda and Sustainable Development Goals
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The Covid-19 pandemic has reinforced the
Título
need for bold decisions and actions. As the
Vatican Covid-19 Commission states: It is
time to act more and discuss less; it is time
to initiate this decade of radical and systemic change for the sake of humanity and the
generations that follow us.

In what we do at the personal, community or
social level, we must be creative, and insist
on initiatives that affect behaviors and structures that impede the change of the development model.

What should we do?
The construction of the new post-pandemic
world rests on three pillars: building fraternity, practicing-multiplying-transmitting solidarity, living with austerity-sustainability
or, as stated by the Vatican Commission Covid-19, establishing new structures for the
common good, solidarity at the center of governance and nature in harmony with social
systems.
FRATERNITY. We are one human family. We
must build the future as a common project,
where we all participate - even those who
think differently - establishing a dialogue,
a collaboration among us, members of the
Augustinian Recollect Family, and with other
persons and entities in the political, social,
economic, religious or technical-scientific
spheres.
For ARCORES, fraternity also implies synodality, that is, participation based on the
common dignity of all Christians, and co-responsibility in the mission.
Proposals for reflection-action
-Let us take in, protect, promote and integrate migrants, refugees, displaced persons.
Let us expand and consolidate our projects
in ARCORES and in the Augustinian Recollect Family, which seek the attention, accompaniment and care of these people.
- Let us put an end to the use and discarding
of people. Let us expand and consolidate our
projects in ARCORES and in the Augustinian
Recollect Family to attend and accompany
people who are discarded from society: the
3. SRS, 28

elderly, the terminally or chronically ill, the
destitute and homeless, indigenous people
and ethnic and religious minorities.
Let us denounce human and organ trafficking, the use of people for sexual exploitation or slave labor.
- Let us work on peace-building projects
in our environment. Let us denounce and
collaborate to eradicate arms trafficking, to
stop wars and armed conflicts.
- Let us work for the common good and
general access to resources, goods and
services: health, education, employment,
housing and land use. May our denunciation
and participation achieve: health, education
and employment for all.
SOLIDARITY. “The steady and persevering determination to strive for the common
good; that is, for the good of each and every
one, so that we are all truly responsible for
each other”3, since nothing human is alien to
us. Solidarity is the antidote to indifference,
individualism and the conviction that problems are so great that they are beyond us
and nothing can be done, an impression that
has become widespread in our societies.
Solidarity leads us to embark on common
projects, to direct our attention especially to
the marginalized and most disadvantaged,
and to collaborate to the extent of our abilities and possibilities, since “to whom much
has been given, much will be required.”
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Proposals for reflection and action
- Let us intensify our work on the Sustainable Development Goals. Let us expand
and consolidate our projects in ARCORES
and in the Augustinian Recollect Family that
seek to end extreme poverty and hunger
(SDG1/SDG2), access to health (SDG3),
quality education (SDG4), promotion of women (SDG5), access to water and sanitation (SDG6), access to decent employment
(SDG8), decent housing (SDG11), child protection (SDG16).
- Contribute at least 5% of our annual net
income to support development and human development projects that contribute
to the achievement of the sustainable development goals. Let us contribute to the projects included in this Heart Solidarity Campaign.
- Let us work to ensure that all people have
the minimum necessary to live: universal
basic income. Let’s voice our denunciation,
and let’s contribute with participation to
achieve a universal basic income: “Maybe
it is time to think about a universal salary,
which recognizes and dignifies the noble
and irreplaceable tasks they perform” (Pope
Francis).
- Let us work for the reduction of foreign
debt in poor and highly indebted countries.
Let us contribute with our denunciation and
participation, in order to achieve the liberation of the economic resources that the poorest countries of the planet dedicate to the
service of the foreign debt, so that they can
destine them to the basic social services of
their citizens.
SUSTAINABILITY. To base our concrete
commitment on sustainable ways and a sober and austere way of life. Caring for our
“Common Home” is a guarantee of a healthy
planet, which offers us better possibilities
for life. Ecological conversion is a priority for
the ARCORES Solidarity Network.
4. Laudato Si’, 193

Proposals for reflection-action
- Let’s work for ecological conversion in our
communities and ministries. Adopt the ARCORES eco-guide in your parish or school.
- Let’s contribute effectively to the reversal of climate change. Let’s participate in
decarbonization and carbon disinvestment
projects: let’s analyze our personal and institutional investments in order to cancel those that finance the exploration, production
and consumption of fossil fuels and replace
them with ethical investments that support
an energy and development model that cares for our planet.
- Let us adopt sober lifestyles and sober
consumption. Let us live austerely. “It is necessary that technologically advanced societies are willing to favor behaviors characterized by sobriety, reducing their own energy
consumption and improving the conditions
of its use”4 .
Let us commit ourselves to be communities
and organizations with “0 Waste” and that do
not use single-use plastics in their activities.
- Let us value and promote biodiversity and
the natural wealth of our environments and
countries. Let us carry out projects of environmental education and conservation of
natural wealth and biodiversity in the image
of ARCORES Philippines’ ECO-Parks.
In this Heart Solidarity Campaign, we invite
each person, community, ministry, entity of
the Augustinian Recollect family to reflect
and act, choosing at least one of the proposals in each of these three pillars necessary
for the construction of the post-pandemic
world: Fraternity, Solidarity, Sustainability.
In order to facilitate participation we offer:
- Educational materials.
- Materials to pray and celebrate.
- Concrete projects with which you can collaborate.
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INFORMATION ABOUT HSC 2020

Heart Solidarity Campaign 2020
Caring for life, protecting humanity
The Heart Solidarity Campaign 2020 was dedicated to caring for and accompanying people affected by covid-19 in their health, their
spirits and their livelihood. The Augustinian
Recollect family, from the first moments of the
pandemic, launched actions to bring hope,
spiritual comfort and alleviate the effects of
the pandemic on the most vulnerable people.
Through ARCORES, the Augustinian Recollect
International Solidarity Network, these initiatives of solidarity and bearers of hope were
coordinated and structured to last in time, given that the pandemic was long and received
financial and volunteer support.

ARCORES dedicated Heart Solidarity Campaign 2020 to publicize the projects and
programs in response to the pandemic and
to lend its financial support in an unprecedented effort, as the ARCORES International
board of directors decided to support thirteen projects, for which a contribution of almost 97,000 € was approved. This amount
was expected to be raised through Solidarity
Heart Solidarity campaign 2020.
The result was as follows:

Contributions collected at the Heart Solidarity Campaign 2020
Entity making the contribution

Contribution in €

AR Spain Federation

1.000

General Curia Augustinian Recollect
Missionaires

4.800

AR Family Italy

1.610

AR Family England

748,82

AR Family USA

2.500

ARCORES International (2020 budget
liquidation)

4.400

ARCORES Argentina
ARCORES Brazil
ARCORES Costa Rica
ARCORES Spain

694,72
4.615,38
863
45.526,15

ARCORES Philippines

4.141,87

ARCORES Peru

3.177,91

ARCORES Dominican Republic
ARCORES Venezuela
TOTAL

700
69,24
74.847,09

This collection is 77% higher than that collec- Details of the projects included in the 2020
ted at the 2019 Heart Solidarity Campaign JCS and the funding they received are as fohas provided funding for eleven of the thir- llows:
teen projects approved by the ARCORES International Board of Directors.
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Projects “Caring for life, protecting humanity”
Project title
1

2
3
4
5
6

Food and sanitary and hygienic
assistance to families of the educational centers of the Kamabai
and Kamalo missions. UBUNTU
Program
COVID19 response program in
Totonicapan
COVID19 response program in the
Philippines
Programa ayuda alimentaria misión
OAR Cuba
RE-CONNECT-ED Program

Food aid to underprivileged families and pregnant adolescents
7 Ensuring education during the pandemic at MAR school in Maracaibo
8 Guarantee of education during the
pandemic at the MAR school in
Quito
9 Covid-19 reinforcement of the Unidos con Venezuela program
10 Guaranteed education during the
pandemic at MAR school in Vitoria
do Espirito Santo
11 Acquisition of electronic devices
for families severely affected by
the pandemic
TOTAL

Sector

Country

Total sent
in €
Food aid/preventi- Sierra Leone
7.651,4
ve health

Food aid

Guatemala

16.980

Food aid

Philippines

17.000

Food aid

Cuba

Education

Philippines

3.000

Food aid

3.950

Education

Dominican
Republic
Venezuela

Education

Ecuador

360

5.600
8.018,78

Food aid/preventi- Venezuela
ve health
Education
Brazil

4.869,24

Education

3.177,91

Peru

4.615,38

75.222,7

The implementation of these projects has made it possible to meet the economic, health and
educational needs of almost 60,000 people.
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PRESENTACIÓN
PROJECTS HSC 2021

TítuloBRAZIL
Provision of infrastructure and equipment at the “Sitio Frei Loreto” environmental education center in the Esperanza Pauiní Center, Amazonas
As the popular saying goes, “Nobody loves
what they don’t know”. Therefore, this project
seeks that children, adolescents and families
of the Esperanza Pauini Center have direct
contact with nature so that they love and admire it and, consequently, want to preserve it.
The Esperanza Pauini Center is a prevention
institution for minors at risk and vulnerable in
the Prelature of Labrea.
The project seeks, over the years, to become
a kind of living museum that displays, in one
place, all the typical trees of the city of Pauini.
The flora will also be identified and labeled,
becoming a school of nature, a unique place
in the municipality, which will serve educational purposes beyond the Esperanza Center,
being offered to entities and groups in the city.
It is expected to reach more than 700 people.

COLOMBIA
Rehabilitation of a school for the indigenous population in San José de Ariporo, Casanare:
construction of nine classrooms, kitchen, dining room and houses for teachers
This project is aimed at a population located
in the indigenous reservation of Caño Mochuelo, belonging to the jurisdiction of the
Augustinian parish of the Sacred Heart of
Jesus, in the Apostolic Vicariate of Trinidad
Casanare. The aim is to improve the precarious infrastructure of an existing indigenous
school, which is not supported by the state. It
currently has seven sites, but we are focusing
on one of them, San José, with the construction of nine classrooms. The ones currently in
use were built of wood, with a palm roof, and
these materials perish due to humidity and
the inclemency of the weather. The kitchen
and dining room, which were destroyed in a
storm, will also be restored. Finally, we wish to
improve the rooms assigned to the teachers,
since they are in precarious conditions. Beneficiaries: 275 children.
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PHILIPPINES
Boosting Resource Handumanam’s program for the promotion of very poor families:
water, food security and employment in Bacolod, Negros Occidental
This project, which will benefit 175 families,
is being developed in the Handumanam complex, which belongs to the University of Negros Occidental-Recoletos and which houses
various social projects serving the population
of the Handumanam slum. This project will
make it possible to carry out four actions:
- Emergency food assistance to families affected by covid-19.
- Generation of family income through the
“Food for Work” initiative.
- Acquisition of a new vehicle for the distribution of drinking water in the neighborhood.
The current one is unusable.
- Health Garden, with the objective of providing the population with knowledge and skills
in the production of vegetables, mushrooms
and vermiculture, through organic farming techniques.

GUATEMALA
Improving the nutrition and livelihoods of 300 poor families in Totonicapan: raising laying
hens and growing tomatoes in greenhouses
This project consists of providing 300 families affected by covid-19 with six hens and
five tomato plants that are grown in community greenhouses. The San Miguel Arcángel
Parish thus launches the second phase of a
project that is already benefiting 200 families, who have improved their diet through the
consumption of tomatoes and eggs, and also
their economy, since part of the production
is destined for sale. The beneficiary families
are advised by the San Miguel Arcángel Parish
and professionals from the University of San
Carlos de Guatemala to follow up on the project, which consists of instruction on the location and conditions necessary for the structure and construction of the greenhouses, as
well as skills for the proper planting of seeds
and fertilization of the plants.
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LITURGICAL SCRIPT

Three catecheses and a celebration
Catechesis topics
FRATERNITY

ning in society, especially beyond our borders. Sometimes, in our haste, we do not even
notice the indigent people or the foreigners
we meet every day.

Introduction
The word fraternity has its origin in the Latin word frater, brother, a suffix that denotes
union.
S. -It seems that we should revise somewhat
the meaning of fraternity and brotherhood.
The word fraternity comes from the Latin
word fraternitas, and means “quality proper Questions
to brothers”. Its lexical components are: frater 1st. What is the difference between commu(brother), -n,-ni, -na (suffix indicating belon- nication and fraternity?
ging), plus the suffix -itas (quality). Therefore,
fraternity has to do with the relationships be- 2nd. Can there be closeness between people
tween brothers.
if we do not transmit to each other what is happening to us personally?
Precisely, RELATIONSHIPS are one of the central concerns of the life and preaching of Je- 3rd. What does fraternity mean for the peosus of Nazareth. He was so concerned about ple who exercise professions of attention to
them that his adversaries - according to the others?
Gospels - accused him of eating and drinking
with dangerous people: the marginalized of 4th. What place do people, migrants, sick or
the society of the time.
abandoned, occupy in our lives?
Let us listen to the following story.

5th. Do we communicate with others from
what we know or believe we are?

Life fact
On a certain occasion, Mary and James. of Biblical text (Jn 5, 1-9)
the community of Hoyo Frio were conversing
in these terms.
“After this there was a feast of the Jews, and
Jesus went up to Jerusalem. Now there is in
M. -Santiago, don’t you think that many times Jerusalem by the Probath a pool called in
we use the word brother or sister too easily Hebrew Bethesda, which has five porches.
and out of routine?
In them lay a multitude of sick, blind, lame,
paralyzed, waiting for the stirring of the waS. -Well, especially when we start to preach ter. For the angel of the Lord went down from
the word of God, we use this word a lot, and time to time into the pool and stirred up the
we pronounce it -I think- with a certain light- water; and the first one who went in after the
ness and by routine; in fact, to call one bro- stirring of the water was cured of whatever
ther or sister takes for granted that there is an ailment he had. There was a man there who
important degree of closeness and rapport.
had been sick for thirty-eight years. Jesus,
seeing him lying there, and knowing that he
M. -We are all brothers and sisters, we usually was there for a long time, said to him, Do you
say. However, we it happens that we do not want to be cured?
have time to talk to each other calmly about
what is happening to us and what is happe-
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The sick man answered him, Lord, I have no
one to put me into the pool when the water is
stirred up; and as I go, another goes down before me. Jesus says to him, Rise, take up your
mat and walk. And immediately the man was
healed, and he took up his mat and began to
walk.”

Complementation
It seems obvious that, in order to call a person brother or sister, an encounter with this
person must have preceded. From that encounter, if we have come to communicate, a
relationship of closeness is generated.

In our society, haste, commitments, stress,
Questions
the individual, my own things do not leave us
1st. From what John tells us in this passage, space or time to know what is happening to
what do you think is the reason for Jesus’ at- us and how we deal with it; hence we cannot
help each other.
tention to this paralytic?
2nd. What should be our relationship with the
people that we see as marginalized, discarded in this society?

It is necessary to think more about people
than about things, more about personal communication than about the roles we play.

3rd. Is it possible for us to name these peo- To return to Jesus requires more time for
others, to communicate, to know each other,
ple? Who are they?
to love each other and to be fraternal.
SOLIDARITY

somewhat hard work, but at the same time
novel and instructive. Every day I try to invent new forges, and I notice above all that
Introduction
We are in the HEART SOLIDARITY CAM- with the electrodes I use to join pieces togePAIGN of the Augustinian Recollect Family ther, an extraordinary phenomenon occurs.
International Solidarity Network ARCORES.
It is a priority to promote and provoke SOLI- I am very struck by how an electrode that proDARITY among people. We want to motivate duces many degrees of heat, when brought
the greatest number of people to feel moved close to two pieces of iron, is transformed in
to collaborate and to be in solidarity in this such a way that it produces an unbreakable
society in a POST-PANDEMIC moment.
union. We usually say that the joined pieces
can break anywhere, but not by welding.
It is important to reflect on the content of this
word SOLIDARITY. Let us listen to a conver- And I have often thought that if we men and
sation with a brother who works as a WEL- women, who are endowed with intelligenDER, in other places called a BLACKSMITH. ce, freedom and will, were capable of uniting in solidarity, we would have the power
Fact of life
to transform society in such a way that the
My friend Sócrates follows a family tradition famines and even the marginalized we see in
when he dedicates himself to work that has the streets would disappear. Because, just
to do with the forge and the welding of irons. as welding is capable of uniting and strengWe talked with him about these activities. thening irons, in the same way solidarity can
We gather the most significant data of this produce the happiness of men and women.
meeting.
To be in solidarity means to be united in diWell, here I am day after day, joining pieces versity, and to contribute what each one is to
of iron and heating iron to hammer it; I also contribute to the happiness of the other. It
try to come up with new shapes for it. It is a is not only to give what we have, it is to give
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Título

what we are, and thus bring about a world of
happy brothers and sisters.

They all ate their fill. And when the disciples
had gathered up the pieces that were left
over, they filled twelve baskets. And those
With gratitude for the welcome and this mo- who ate were about five thousand men, besinologue rich in impressions, we say goodb- des the women and children.”
ye. Thank you, brother Socrates.
Questions
Questions
1st. Why did the apostles ask Jesus to send
1st. Where does the word solidarity come the people away?
from?
2nd. Why did Jesus say to them: Give them
2nd. What are the effects of a solidary heart? something to eat?
3rd. In the face of individualism, how can we
practice solidarity?

3rd. Why is this gospel passage now called
“of SOLIDARITY”?

Biblical text (Mt 14, 14-21)
Jesus got out of the boat and saw that there
was a large crowd of people there. Then he
had compassion for them and healed all who
were sick.

4rd. Why, when we decide to share something, is there always something left over?

Complementation
It seems obvious that in order to call a person brother or sister, a personal encounter
When it was already beginning to get dark, with that person must have preceded. From
the disciples came to Jesus and said to him: that encounter a relationship of closeness is
This is a lonely place, and it is getting late. generated, if we have come to communicate
Tell the people to go into the villages and buy with each other.
some food.
In our society, the rush, the commitments,
Jesus answered them: They do not have to go the stress, the individual, our possessions do
away. You give them something to eat.
not offer us neither space nor time to know
what happens to us and how we face it, that
The disciples replied: But we have only five is why we cannot help each other.
loaves and two fish.
It seems necessary to think more about peoJesus said to them: Bring them here.
ple than about things, more about personal
communication than about the roles we play.
When Jesus had commanded the people to
sit down on the grass, he took the five loaves It is clear that returning to Jesus requires
and the two fish, looked up to heaven, and more time for others, to communicate, to
gave thanks to God. Then he broke the loa- know each other, to love each other and to
ves and gave them to the disciples, so that be fraternal.
they could distribute them to the people.
Community pantries, Filipinas
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SUSTAINABILITY/AUSTERITY

ce where we lived or even the temple where
we gathered to celebrate our faith. But Pope
Introduction
Francis is drawing our attention to another
The earth, our mother earth, complains, and “common home”.
we do not listen to her lament; she hurts, and
we make her more and more ill; she breaks C. -Following what scientists have been disin, and we are afraid of her.
covering, the earth where we live is in danger, and in grave danger.
Something like this is happening in all the
latitudes of our continents, where many peo- R. -I understood that the earth was our comple, seeking to have a dignified life, are re- mon home, not only for men and women,
jected, not admitted. We forget that God did but also for animals, domestic and wild; for
not mark borders when he wished to share birds, plants and, I would even dare to say,
his life with ours, and to prepare a common for everything that exists, because everything
home for us. Common and provided with has life. I recall that the letter speaks of the
plants, birds, fish, wild and domestic ani- Spirit of God, of God himself, who animates
mals; and men and women, to live as in a pa- and vivifies everything in the universe. This is
radise of happiness.
what we call having an incarnated spirituality.
Only the pecuniary interests of men and
women are capable of destroying our own
home. Not so the rest of the created beings,
who while the upbringing of their children
lasts, take care of the “home” that they themselves instinctively prepare.

C. -Indeed, if those of us who call ourselves
followers of Jesus Christ were aware that
everything is animated by God, we would take
better care of the environment, and we would
defend the rights that every man and woman
has to live with dignity on planet earth.

Many without realizing it, others realizing it,
we are all destroying our own and other people’s homes. It is good, then, that we hear the
cry that sounds everywhere on earth, mother
of all. Let us reflect on the importance of being AUSTERE and of contributing to the SUSTAINABILITY of our common home. The only
one we have.

R. -Yes. God, in fact, has not set up frontiers
or walls to divide us and prevent us from seeking a dignified life anywhere. We must “return to Jesus” to realize the brotherhood of
all of us who populate the universe. It is our
common home.

Question
1st. What do you think of the fact that men
Fact of life
and women cannot cross borders, while fiReina and Claudia are assiduous participants nancial capital, including trade, knows no
in the theological-pastoral education of their borders?
parish. They have attended the study of the
encyclical letter Laudato Si’, and are anima- 2nd. Whose responsibility is it to take care of
tors of Christian communities of children and the common home?
adults. Let us read their conversation.
3rd. How can we help to change the way of
C. -Look, Reina, after carefully reading Pope thinking of many people, who only see and
Francis’ letter on the care of the earth, I am look at themselves?
realizing that our responsibility is very great.
4rd. Can we suggest concrete things to take
R. -It is true that relatively recently we have care of the ecological system of our environbeen talking about these things. Before, for ment?
most of us, the “common home” was the pla-
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School for indigenous population in San José de Ariporo, Casanare, Colombia
PRESENTACIÓN

Título

Biblical text (Exodus 22,20-26)
You shall not mistreat a stranger or oppress
him, for you were strangers in the land of
Egypt.

Complementation
Now there are many people who are becoming sensitive to the care of “mother earth”.
Perhaps the multiple forms of floods, earthquakes, droughts, volcanoes and famines,
You shall not oppress a widow or an orphan. that by any latitude of the earth are taking
If you vex him and he cries to me, I will not place causing fear, terror and desolation, have
cease to hear his cry; my wrath will be kind- contributed to it.
led, and I will kill you with the sword; your
wives shall be widows and your children or- It is appropriate to become aware of this siphans.
tuation, in the view of which some say that we
are on the verge of collapse.
If you lend money to one of my people, to the
poor who dwells with you, you shall not be a On the other hand, thousands and thousands
usurer with him; you shall not demand inte- of people are incessantly mobilizing and learest from him.
ving their own country in order to find a place
where they can have a dignified life. TherefoIf you take your neighbour’s cloak as a pled- re, they logically go to places where the ecoge, you shall give it back to him at sunset, for nomies are more secure, since what they want
with it he shelters himself; it is the garment is to work in order to be able to feed themselof his body. On what else will he sleep? He ves and their families with dignity.
shall cry to me, and I will hear him, for I am
compassionate.
It is unfortunate what they find when they
arrive at the borders of the destination counQuestions
tries. Migrations have always existed, they
1st. What comments come to your mind have even been the driving force for the devewhen you read the text of Exodus?
lopment of the first world, which now denies
them a piece of bread. Even Jesus of Nazare2nd. How can we become aware of the inter- th, by Caesar’s order, was born as a “stranger”
dependence of one and the other?
in a strange place.
3rd. When God became incarnate in Jesus of It is necessary to move the consciences of all,
Nazareth, do you think that there is a sign of to assume new responsibilities that have to
God’s solidarity with the people?
do with people who are forced to leave their
country of origin and go towards the unk4th. How can we show solidarity with the nown. It is also necessary to awaken minds
people around us, especially with those most and consciences to change habits and cusin need?
toms that harm our own planet and, as a consequence, the universe in which we move.
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Celebration for sustainability
ELEMENTS THAT CAN HELP US TO HAVE A
LIVING CELEBRATION
a) Prepare in a room, in a temple, in a courtyard, elements that remind us of the problem
of sustainability of people and mother earth.
For example, clothes, suitcases, backpacks... that reminds us of the emigrants. Plants,
flowers, symbols of the sun, the moon, the
stars, the contrasting earth (greenery and
desolation, aridity). In this way we would
have the atmosphere of the celebration.
b) Choosing songs according to the celebration.
c) Readings. We suggest:
Laudato Si’
“The urgent challenge to protect our common home includes the concern to unite the
whole human family in the search for sustainable and integral development, for we know
that things can change. The Creator does not
abandon us, he has never turned back from
his loving plan, he does not regret having
created us. Humanity still has the capacity to
collaborate to build our common home. I wish
to acknowledge, encourage and thank all those who, in the most varied sectors of human
activity, are working to ensure the protection
of the home we share. Special gratitude is due
to those who struggle with vigor to address
the dramatic consequences of environmental
degradation in the lives of the world’s poorest.
Young people are crying out to us for change.
They wonder how it is possible to pretend to
build a better future without thinking about
the environmental crisis and the suffering of
the excluded” (13).

groups that have helped to raise awareness.
Unfortunately, many efforts to seek concrete solutions to the environmental crisis are
often frustrated not only by the rejection of
the powerful, but also by the lack of interest
of others. Attitudes that obstruct the paths to
solutions, even among believers, range from
denial of the problem to indifference, comfortable resignation or blind trust in technical solutions. We need a new universal solidarity. As
the Bishops of South Africa said, “the talents
and involvement of all are needed to repair
the damage caused by human abuse to God’s
creation”. We can all collaborate as God’s instruments for the care of creation, each one
from his or her culture, experience, initiatives
and abilities” (14).
Matthew 6, 25-31
Therefore, I tell you, do not worry about your
life, what you will eat or what you will drink,
or about your body, how you will be clothed.
Is not life more precious than food, and the
body more precious than clothing? Look at
the birds in the sky: they neither sow nor reap
nor store in barns, yet the heavenly Father
feeds them. Are you not worth much more
than they? Which of you, however much you
care, can add a single hour to the course of
your life?

And why do you worry about clothes? Observe how the lilies of the field grow. They neither toil nor spin; yet I tell you that not even
Solomon, in all his splendor, was clothed like
one of them. If this is how God clothes the
grass that is in the field today and tomorrow
is thrown into the oven, will he not do much
more for you people of little faith? So don’t
worry, saying, “What shall we eat?” or “What
“I make an urgent invitation to a new dialo- shall we drink?” or “What shall we wear?”
gue on how we are building the future of the
planet. We need a conversation that unites d) Project some video. There are many. It
us all, because the environmental challenge would be good if they are negative and positiwe are facing, and its human roots, concern ve. Here are some examples:
and impact us all. The global environmental
movement has already come a long and rich https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SPiheyuway, and has generated numerous citizen XCl8
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WMMTítulo
fmbXoABs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bR2X6sqsAiY
h t t p s : //w w w.y o u t u b e.c o m /w a t c h? v = 15tHQ-ZfQHU
e) Pray together. Some lack nothing, many
lack daily food, clothing and a blanket.
Sitio Frei Loreto, Brazil

f) Formulate concrete commitments that can
be evaluated as a result of the reflection of the
catechesis and the celebration. They could be
along the lines of AUSTERITY (freedom from
the superfluous), Welcoming MIGRANTS.
Care of OUR COMMON HOME and protection and care of the ENVIRONMENT.
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Jardin de la Salud, Philippines
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PRESENTACIÓNACTIVITY
EDUCATIONAL

SEMINARE. It is time to sow
Creating our futures, spreading solidarity
The facts have shown our vulnerability, human fragility, the need for the other, our interdependence as human beings and our
intimate connection with the planet. Today,
more than ever, it is clear what is important:
health, self-care and the care for people and
for our home, the place where we live.

tools that, in small spaces and with the perspective that such initiatives reach homes for
their final implementation, develop work habits and healthy eating.
The proposal also requires a period of training. Ii is our commitment as educators to
not overlook this fundamental factor.

With our eyes fixed on God, we are committed to building a new world; we need to com- Each stage of this process will be accompamunicate hope, to learn and to make deep nied by a training instance that favors the
and visible changes.
knowledge, exploration and experimentation
of the proposed activities.
The construction of our new post-pandemic
place is based on three pillars:
At the same time and in parallel, activities
that invite reflection on our own existence
1. Building fraternity.
and on the interaction with our peers will be
addressed.
2. Practicing, spreading and multiplying solidarity.
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITY
1. Motivation
Since time immemorial, God has given us
“The church impels us to build the future unquestionable signs of his infinite love; he
with the aim not only of alleviating immedia- has granted us forgiveness and has underste suffering, but also of bringing about the tood our mistakes.
transformation of hearts, minds and structures towards a new model of development It is time to retrace our steps, and review thothat prepares a better future for all.” (Vatican se behaviors and values that made us more
Commission Covid-19).
authentic.
3. Living with austerity (sustainability)

Objectives
• To promote from the faith and Augustinian values the commitment with our fellow men.
• To consider solidarity as a starting point
in the construction of a more fraternal
and committed world.
• To focus our hearts on new learning and
practices of brotherhood, so as not to fall
back into the mistakes of the past.

Nature is the best example: each plant is
born, grows, takes root and looks at the sun
every day; it invites us to new learning, to a
different way of living in the world, to show
our presence preserving, respecting and valuing life.

Scope
The project raises the possibility of generating significant learning with respect to sustainability. It also provides knowledge and

From faith, nourishment and sustenance, we
wish to transform ourselves into a seed that
produces Augustinian values and enriches
the community.

Hence, let us now consider that caring for
what is born and grows will help us to value
and promote new life in this world.
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2. Suggested activities
Previous activity
Before starting our project, let’s explore, research and reflect.

Let’s invite our students to consider the following questions in particular, and then let’s
carry out an enriching sharing of ideas.

Individually

As a group

Sowing is caring, protecting and valuing life.

This new world demands from us a commitment to life.

How is a plant born?
What care does it require?

What feelings unite us with other people?
How do we relate to our fellow human beings?

What is its sustenance?
How do we encourage its growth?
What do we feel when we see it develop?

What do we do daily to improve our own existence?
And that of those around us?

What should we take into account in order to
take proper care of it?

What attitudes and behaviors favor the development of our fellow human beings?

It would also be appropriate to record in wri- 1-What I am and what I can offer to
ting the considerations that have been rea- others...
ched in the different moments of the sharing,
In the sowing, we will allow ourselves to
to return to them when appropriate.
analyze our potential and strengths.
Main activity
In «Seminare» we will develop two proposals What kind of seed am I? What do I hope to
that will be carried out jointly.
sow in my peers? Am I a seed of patience, to
know how to wait for the times of others?
The first one leads to academic learning, and
the second one emphasizes the education in Am I a seed of optimism, to accompany us in
what we do? Am I a seed of trust, because I
values.
have faith in God?
The central activity is the preparation of
eco-gardens in small spaces (flower pots, 2-It is time to care and to take care of
balconies); this is linked to the availability of ourselves
resources that favor sustainable productivi- Let us first consider individually, and then
ty (organic compost, agro-ecological seeds, collectively:
germinators in recyclable containers, hydroponic crops...) and the appropriate training What feelings nourish our lives on a daily basis?
for their effective implementation.
With which of my behaviors do I help my feEach activity carried out in the eco-gardens llow human beings to grow?
will give rise to a proposal for personal reflecWhat happens when I put those into practice?
tion and socialization with the peer group.
How do we nourish our hearts and the hearts
of our fellow human beings?
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Título

Do we take care of our relationships and We are able to ensure that our actions contridevelop them (in the family, among friends, bute to making this world a better place.
with colleagues)? What do I build in this exchange?
We suggest at this time some solidarity initiative: scattering seeds, promoting the prepaWe close the activity with a sharing of ideas ration of eco-gardens, promoting training...
and experiences. We review our considera- Closing activity
tions in the previous activity, and now add Propose to each working team a presentaour contributions.
tion (poster, mural, infographic...), summarizing and presenting each stage of the shared
3- Favored in the harvest
process.
We dedicate a space in our daily life to reflect
on what we have and what we can give.
Estimated time
For the realization of the entire project, a peWe enjoy what we have achieved. We value riod of twelve weeks is estimated; however,
and accompany the effort and dedication of each stage can be carried out independentthose around us. We tune in to our environ- ly, and adjusted to the characteristics and
ment, and we take an interest in others.
arrangements of each participating institution or site.
4- Solidarity exchange
Generosity nourishes the heart of the giver The complete project
and the receiver.
https://view.genial.ly/61621a0b11e4970d9fde72f8
Our commitment is to people, and to ensure that resources reach where they are most
needed: to improve the quality of life of the
most vulnerable.
Sitio Frei Loreto, Brazil

You can find this document in digital format at
https://www.arcores.org/en/campaigns/

How can I collaborate with the
Heart Solidarity Campaign 2021?
Creating our futures, spreading solidarity

Donations and contributions collected at the Heart Solidarity Campaign should
be deposited in the ARCORES account that you can find below.
Why is it important to do so? With your contribution, ARCORES will direct all proceeds to the different projects approved by the ARCORES International board.
TOGETHER WE CAN DO MORE
The following bank accounts are available to send the contributions:
Account holder: ARCORES (€)
IBAN: IT33E020080513400010577805
Bic Swift: UNCRITMMXXX
Banco Unicredit
Account holder: ARCORES-Red Solidaria Internacional (€)
IBAN: ES36 0075 0241 4806 0079 4829
Bic Swift: POPUESMM
Banco Santander
Account holder: ARCORES-Red Solidaria Internacional ($)
IBAN: ES19 0081 0640 6700 7199 0313
Bic Swift: BSABESBB
Banco Sabadell

And don’t forget
to share in the
social networks
your way of
celebrating the
Heart Solidarity
Campaign 2021

#JCS21

You can also do it by Paypal,
through our website arcores.org

